Printing techniques have been classified under major headings according to the manner of
producing the image and the way the image is transferred. When the printed matter is
produced for sale, the printer is entitled to any and all exemptions from sales and use tax
afforded any other manufacturer. Charts and graphs have been provided to demonstrate
the allowable production exemption, where items of tangible personal property are used
or consumed directly and predominantly to produce printed material for sale. Printers
must keep in mind when using this booklet, that these exemptions do not apply if the
property produced is not for sale. It is also important to note that there are differences
between the exemptions available for statewide tax purposes and those available for local
taxes.
A general list of activities performed and items commonly used in the printing industry is
provided herein, and each definition of tangible personal property is followed by a
notation which indicates how the property is used in the manufacturing process.
The exemptions provided for purchases of property used in production do not apply to
purchases for administrative and distributive functions. Administration includes activities
such as sales promotion, general office and collection work, as well as clerical work
related to production (preparation of work records, production records and time records).
Also included in administrative functions are purchasing, transportation, receiving and
testing of raw materials, storage of tools and finished products. Distribution includes all
operations subsequent to the last step of production. The last step in production occurs
when the product is completed, packaged, and ready to enter the stream of commerce.
Resale of Exempt Use Certificates, which should be furnished to suppliers for property
used or consumed directly and predominantly in production, must not be used when
making purchases for administrative or distributive purposes even when a supplier is
holding a blanket exemption certificate filed by the printer. All purchases to be used in
administrative and distributive functions are subject to sales tax.

